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Overview

The Dell System Restore option will restore the system to the exact state it was when it left the Dell factory. With UEFI enabled, you will not have an F11 recovery option.
1 Windows 7

1.1 MBR/UEFI

If Windows is still intact, you can invoke the DSR process by running the following command:

```
%SYSTEMROOT%\DSRAdmin\DSR\BootToDSR.exe
```

Figure 1

**Note:** This exe can only be run by an Administrator

Click OK to run

Figure 2
Your system will reboot into the Recovery Process. Click OK to begin the recovery process.

Figure 3

Input the password (service tag of the system) and Click OK. The process will begin.

Figure 4
2.1.1 **Shift+Restart**

The following method allows you to boot into the Dell System Recovery (DSR) option.

Click the **START** Menu. While holding down the **SHIFT** key, click the **POWER** option and select **RESTART**.
Select TROUBLESHOOT from the menu options

Figure 6

Select DELL SYSTEM RESTORE

Figure 7
Your system will reboot into the Recovery Process. Click OK to begin the recovery process.

![System Restore Warning]

Input the password (service tag of the system) and Click OK. The process will begin.

![Password Entry]

Figure 8
2.1.2 Alternate Methods

If Windows is still intact, you can invoke the DSR process by running the following command:

```
%SYSTEMROOT%\DSRAdmin\DSR\BootToDSR.exe
```

Figure 9

**Note:** This exe can only be run by an Administrator

Click OK to run recovery

Figure 10
Your system will reboot into the Recovery Process. Click OK to begin the recovery process.
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Input the password (service tag of the system) and Click OK. The process will begin.
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